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Editorial PS

Remember the AGM on 17 May in Swaledale.
Agenda and more information in this issue.
We all hope to see as many as can manage to
get there on the Friday by 5.30 pm.
We do rely on the contributions of our
members to help the ICA function in the best
possible manner.

This time you will be able to read a lovely story by one of our
members, Bill Finnegan. I have put the picture of the cover for this
story on the back of this magazine.

The promised subject “Playing by Ear” is finally inserted. Do get
your teeth into this when you think it is useful to you and do mail
me any questions you have.

Thus this issue will give you some nice reading and also practicing
to do. I do hope you will enjoy it all once again.
New contributions for next issue are most welcome.  Many thanks
to all contributors. I am very grateful.

Pauline<>

Deadline next CW is 30 May 2013

If you need it because you are one of the few who has forgotten to
pay: Renewal form for 2013 inside back cover.
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Annual General Meeting 17 May 2013
Roger Gawley

As previously announced, the Annual General Meeting will be held
at Grinton Lodge, Swaledale, starting at 5:30 pm on 17  May.

The meeting will elect the committee for the coming year.
Nominations are hereby sought for all committee members named
on inside front cover.

A nomination is sought for the post of Auditor.

The nomination process is not very formal: email
secretary@concertina.org

Expect a reply. If you do not get one within seven days, contact the
Chairman to enquire what has gone wrong. You can nominate
yourself, but each nomination should include the names of a
proposer and a seconder and a statement that the candidate is
willing to stand.

You can use the secretary's postal address (inside front cover) if
you prefer.

A G E N D A

1. Minute's silence for departed members

2. Apologies for absence

3. Minutes of the Annual General Meeting held on 29  October 2011
in Lewes

4. Matters arising

5. Officers' reports

6. Election of officers (the Chairman is elected within the
committee)

7. Election of other committee members

8. Election of auditor

9. Resolutions
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10. Any other business

11. Date of next AGM

12. Vote of thanks and close

2013 AGM - Treasurer’s Report – Paul McCann

 2012 Accounts see page 8.
The total number of subscriptions received (excluding all life and
honorary members, but including families) was 269, up 7% from
2011.  Revenue for the year was £5,567, and total expenditure was
£5,139, leaving a surplus of £428 (£433 including bank interest).

Expenditure was 27% higher than in 2011. This higher level was
planned for, and mainly reflected a £1,000 grant to Durham Music
Service for the purchase of concertinas in connection with a schools
teaching course being pioneered by Alex Wade.  Additionally your
committee agreed to provide £200 support to a concertina event
held in Europe during the year, to help bring concertina to a wider
audience. CW Magazine and PICA production and distribution costs
were a little higher than in 2011, due to the larger membership and
significantly higher postage costs.

Members’ reserves at the end of 2012 stood at £13,107.  Once
again this is approximately equal to three years’ normal
expenditure.

  2013 Outlook
Subscriptions and renewals so far are running a little ahead of last
year, with 180 paid up to mid-February.  This is consistent with our
revenue target of just under £6,000 for the full year.

Last year, for the ICA’s Diamond Jubilee (60 years), we budgeted
for significant one-off expenditures to mark the occasion and raise
the profile of the concertina with the wider public.  Not all of these
ideas were completed, and we expect some projects to incur their
main costs this year (watch this space!).  Therefore the 2012
outcome was a surplus where none was expected, and conversely,
this year we may spend more than we take in.  The worst-case
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level of expenditure would still leave us with enough reserves to
cover two years of normal spending, and with a higher level of
reserves than we had in 2008.  Therefore we see no need to
increase membership subscriptions for 2014.

Hopefully this report is clear, but if members have any questions
please feel free to email me at treasurer@concertina.org.

Paul McCann
Hon. Treasurer  Feb. 2013

LIBRARIAN’S REPORT 2013
Jeremy Hague

Since my last report I have sent nearly 1000 pages of music to ICA
members, which is very encouraging. While the music is usually
photographed and distributed through email, I am always happy to
make hard copies for those who do not have access to email or the
internet. Similarly, I am always happy to try and hunt out pieces of
music to suit your taste or level of playing, so please feel free to
get in touch.

The library and archive is always happy to receive music. Indeed,
virtually all of the music and archive items have been donated by
ICA members and their families over the years. This year I would
like to thank Perry Warner, Howard Rosenblum, Paul McCann and
Peter Lorne for their kind donations.

Following a great idea by Linda Dorman, we hosted the first library
open day in April 2012. We had a whistle stop tour through some of
the more famous composers and arrangers of concertina music and
participants were able to have a good rummage to see what the
library contains. If any members would like to visit the library you
would be most welcome. I am located ten minutes off the M1 in
Nottingham.

For the summer 2012 edition of Concertina World, I put together
the music supplement with popular pieces from the library. This is a
job that is normally splendidly done by our Chairman Jon
McNamara and now from first-hand experience I can vouch that it
is harder and more time consuming than it looks – so well done to
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Jon for producing so many excellent supplements over the years!

The ICA Facebook page grows steadily with over 120 followers:
about half from the UK and the rest from the USA, Japan, Australia,
The Netherlands, Germany and Venezuela. A cycle accident in
August took me out of action for a couple of months and a house
move has also meant that I have not posted as much as I would
like to have done recently, but there’s some nice recordings coming
soon. Please feel free to join and post your own concertina news.

In 2013, I hope to put together a music anthology which draws
upon the best of the library and past music supplements. If you
have any particular ideas of pieces to include they would be
gratefully accepted for consideration.

Report 2012 Concertina World Editor
Pauline de Snoo

In 2012 I managed once again to produce the three issues on time,
sticking to the deadlines given on the ICA website. With the help of
Jon who delivers the pdf files to the printers and several other
committee members who have helped Jon to actually put
everything in envelopes this year was quite successful in getting
even the December edition to our members in December.  I am
very grateful for that.

Many people have again contributed, sometimes offering material
without my even asking. I do hope that this will continue because it
is the only way to help fill the magazine with interesting items.  If
anyone sees or hears of interesting subjects do always mail me and
I will take it up.

Special thanks to Martin Henshaw, our membership secretary, who
points out to me interesting new members who either can be
interviewed or have interesting stories to tell.

There is not much more to say but that I hope that 2013 will again
be a good and musical year.

I am still very happy to continue as editor if the members  wish so.
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Membership Secretary's Report for 2012 (written on 5
March 2013)
Martin Henshaw

For 2012 renewals Concertina World 450 (December 2011) had the
subscription renewal reminder and forms.  The UK standing orders
for subscription renewal started coming on 2 January followed
shortly after by PayPal subscriptions and cheques.  By mid-
February renewal activity had slowed down to a trickle.  A second
reminder in Concertina World 451 kick-started a second wave of
renewals.  Although the address label was printed in red for those
members that still had not paid we did not make its significance
clear enough in the magazine – also all the membership numbers
on the address labels were in red which added to the confusion. I
still needed to send out another email reminder in July before the
majority of the subscriptions were in.  It is still taking too long for
some members to pay when one considers that the renewal date is
1 January.  The analysis of those who have not yet paid takes up a
disproportionate amount of time compared to simply booking in
payments when they arrive.  I sent out three email reminders in all
in addition to the two in the Winter and Spring Concertina Worlds.
Those members that had not paid by mid-July had their details
removed to the Lapsed Membership database.

For 2013 the usual reminder was in the Winter Concertina World
which went out before Christmas in the hope that it would improve
the number of earlier renewals.  Not all members actually received
the Concertina World before Christmas but by the first week in
January I believe even the most distant members had their copies
although there were some exceptions.  At about the third week of
January 2013 (much earlier that other years) I sent out an email
reminder which had renewals flooding in at such a rate that it was
difficult to keep up – just the way I like it. As of now 5 March we
have just over 80% paid up members.  One more reminder in the
Spring Concertina World and another email should get the
remainder in.

Some statistics for 2012:
326 members at year end
including
39 new members
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40 life members
(57 lapsed members)

Members lapsed for various reasons but mostly because of the
financial difficulties the world has been enduring and one or two
because they were no longer playing concertina.

342 members at year end for 2011
270 paid up for 2013 as of 5 March 2013

I did a very short survey just after Christmas to try and get a feel
for how long Concertina Worlds took to get to various places.

All Concertina Worlds were posted 19-12-2012.

UK urban  21-12-2012
UK rural   27-12-2012

Europe:
Holland    28-12-2012
Germany   29-12-2012
Spain  02-01-2013
Sweden     07-01-2013
Switzerland 08-01-2013

Rest of World:
Canada   27-12-2012
USA   29-12-2012
Bermuda  31-12-2012
Australia   08-01-2013

These delivery times are of course worst case coinciding with the
Christmas rush.  I shall do the same exercise for comparison when
the Spring Concertina World goes out. <>
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Concertina Tunings
Brian Hayden

In  response to Richard Mellish's enquiries about better than equal
temperament tunings for an Anglo Concertina, there has  recently
been much discussion on "melodeon.net" on the same subject for
the Melodeon which he may find well worth reading. This is under
the heading of "Temperaments and things", started by the
melodeon-playing grandson of a well-known and highly respected
English Concertina player, and runs to over a hundred responses.

There is unfortunately a flaw in Just Tuning which makes it difficult
to simply take an existing G/D Anglo and re-tune it so that all the
major and relative minor chords for the keys C, G, D and A are
perfectly in tune.
If we take the key of  G,  the intervals in that key in "Just" tuning
are usually described as follows:
G, major tone (9/8), A, minor tone (10/9), B, just "semitone"
(16/15), C, major tone (9/8),  D, minor tone, (10/9), E, major tone
(9/8),  F#, just "semitone" (16/15), g. However on this scale whilst
the chords G major, C major. D major, E minor and B minor are
perfectly in tune, the chord A minor is not, the A is a comma sharp.
If you wanted A minor to be perfectly in tune you would have to
run the scale with a set of alternative  intervals: minor tone, major
tone, just semitone, major tone, minor tone, major tone, just
semitone; but this would give the chord D major out of tune.

On your  "G" row either way  the push G major chord is in tune, but
you have one of your pull chords, A minor or D major out of tune.
It is not possible on an existing G/D Anglo to get every chord in
perfect tune  using just intonation.   But I know a solution to this
for a bisonoric (two different notes push and pull on the same
button) concertina, which takes advantage of the bisonoricity.

In the discussion on "melodeon.net" I have described how this may
be done for a small 25 treble button A/D/G/C Melodeon, and see no
reason why, with a few tweaks it could not be applied to an Anglo-
type Concertina. Every major and minor chord within these  four
keys would be in perfect tune; the left hand side could be repeated
an octave lower (like on a Duet Concertina), but it could not be
played in any other than these four  keys. <>
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"Instant Ceilidh"; Danse McCabre
Peter Dyson

Danse McCabre are a popular ceilidh band from the Aberdeen area
in the North East of Scotland. They are Helen Lynch on whistle and
bodhran (which makes mercifully few appearances on the CD);
Anne Taylor, piano; Claire White, fiddle, and Frances Wilkins,
English concertina.

On most of the tunes, the violin takes the lead with the whistle an
octave above, and the piano provides the rhythmic drive
underneath -- very Violet Tulloch. On others, the concertina adds
chording and some of the elements Frances Wilkins wrote about in
her recent PICA article ["Scottish Music on the English Concertina",
Frances Wilkins, PICA vol 9, 2012. Ed], syncopated, off-beat
chords, harmony lines, and a walking (or should that be a
waulking?) bass line.

There are 14 tune sets, each one for a different dance, and the CD
booklet contains dance instructions so you can dance along with the
music. The tunes are taken at appropriate speed, with lots of lift
and drive, and they all finish with a final flourish; there is no
cheating with fade-out endings here! The tunes are a nice mixture
of old and new; Shetland and Scottish influences are easy to spot,
but there is also a little Irish in the mixture and some central
European influences too. There are even tunes from North America.
A very nice collection, played with vitality and obvious enjoyment.

For more information about the band, including individual
biographical details, please see their website at:

www.danse-mccabre.co.uk

and check out their YouTube video at:

http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=CgR0Xko3onk

You can also hear Frances Wilkins playing two tunes on her English
concertina here:

http://www.myspace.com/franceswilkinsconcertina/music/playlists/
frances-wilkins-s-playlist-4520043 <>
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Concertina Cruinniú - Miltown Malbay Co.Clare ,Ireland.
February 8-10 -2013

Mike Wild

The Cruinniú (gathering) was organized by Oidhreacht an Chláir
(Clare Institute for Traditional Studies,OaC) which was established
in 2003. Since 1973 the small town of Miltown Malbay in west Clare
has been the home of the Willie Clancy Summer School, in July
every year, which has done so much to further traditional music,
song and dance.  OaC has a house next to Willie Clancy's old home
on the Flag Road to Spanish Point.  There have been other
gatherings featuring various instruments.  This was the first
focused on the Anglo-German concertina which is now so
associated with the region.

After 'chatting' with fellow ICA members and colleagues on
concertina.net I decided to go by train from Sheffield on Thursday
morning and then fly Aer Lingus from Manchester to Shannon and
then use the daily bus to Miltown Malbay from Ennis town. The
journey was straightforward and my concertina was passed through
in its padded case in my small rucksack as hand luggage, which
was all I took.  I booked B&B in town on the main street as all the
events were to be central and within easy walking distance. Festival
director Áine Hensey and Musical Director Tim Collins and their
dedicated team had put together a full and stimulating programme
with some exciting players and presenters. Tim has a two week old
baby on top of all the work!

Thursday

After a day in Ennis, a quick meet up with some family relatives
and a visit to the Clare Museum and Custy's Music shop it was time
for the twisty bus ride through the glaciated drumlins and clay
vales of the limestone country dotted with scattered ash woodland
on the way to the flatter lands of the coast and the great Shannon
estuary. We passed through villages and towns with names that
feature in tunes and songs (Corofin, Ennistymon, etc) the rocks,
rushy fields and meadows with the stocky black and red cattle have
a real sense of place and the chatter of the kids coming home from
school was cheerful. Everyone I met was welcoming and interested
in where I was from and why I'd come all this way at this time of
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year! Several of the youngsters said they played the concertina or
other instruments.

After signing in I had a walk round town visiting a few old haunts
from previous visits and checking out venues and session pubs.  I
had a plate of Irish Stew in The Westbridge and a chat with Bridget
('I'm Bridget and I'm from the west, hence the pub's name!'), I
remembered it last as Mick Larkin's The Lark's Nest, Mick now has
the Newsagents and is a fount of knowledge . Cleary's was warm
and welcoming and I had a nice chat in the parlour with Bridy ('The
Blonde') and Peter with the photos of musicians past and present to
revive happy memories of past sessions with old friends. The
session that Thursday night has been going for 30 years and that
night started 10.30pm! I had a relatively early night (at 73 you
need some sleep and I knew what was coming up!).

Friday
I woke to a lovely warm clear blue day with all the small birds
singing in the windblown trees.  It was bracing to walk on the
beach at Spanish Point where the big waves of a few days before
had thrown up kelp and dead fish on which the gulls were feasting.
It made the tales of the wrecking of the Armada more real. On the
way back I had a warm welcome from the team at Áras OaC and
registered. Dan Worrall was in so we caught up a bit and then it
was a bite in Cogan's ('Even the cabbage has horsemeat in it!') and
the free refills of hot coffee and off to the upstairs panelled room at
Sean Malone's Markethouse.

Official Opening and illustrated lecture by Dan Worrall

Introductions and a warm welcome were given by Harry Hughes of
the Willie Clancy committee, Áine and Tim said a few words and
then Dan gave a stimulating illustrated lecture to a full house.
'Pride of place: The origins of Anglo-German concertina playing in
Clare and beyond.' For further details I recommend his web site
and his two volume book (2010) and his CDRom (2012)
(http://angloconcertina.org). Dan explained that he was a research
geologist who has a fascination with the concertina and has family
connections in Clare and came for his honeymoon 31 years ago
with Mary, who was with him at the gathering. They had made
recent contact with some local second cousins from nearby Mullagh!
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He showed with slides and extracts from magazines and journals
how the early German made diatonic concertinas had become
widely spread throughout Ireland as well as amongst ordinary
people throughout the world. They were cheap and easy to get a
tune out of and could be played for dancing, usually in the octave
style to give more volume and when only a single musician was
available for house dances. He showed how the instrument peaked

in popularity in the late 19th century and was well suited to playing
for newfangled dances that swept the world in the form of
quadrilles, and waltzes which allowed couples to dance 'up close
and personal'. The sets evolved from these dances and became
very popular. There was disquiet among the clergy and also the
members of the Gaelic nationalist revival who saw them as foreign,
even imperialist dances and tunes.  Francis O'Neill the great
collector had little time for the concertina, feeling that the pipes
and fiddle and flute were the true carriers of Irish tradition, despite
the massive popularity of the humble German concertina (which
incidentally was modified to its hexagonal shape from being box-
like to appear more sophisticated). Dan brought some German style
concertinas along which had double reeds and sounded melodeon
like.

Over several generations some sophisticated players developed the
concertina style, including William Mullally who recorded in the
States in the 1920s.  Gradually musicians acquired Anglo-German
instruments, mostly in C/G tuning and increased speed and
dexterity allowed the playing of reels and jigs which fitted the
revived older 'contra' dances and circle dances that were promoted
in the national revival. Some musicians began to develop the ability
to play in other keys on the C/G and to be able to work with ceili
bands and groups. Because of emigration and changing fashions in
music, wider use of louder instruments etc the concertina began to
fall out of fashion but was retained in the home and in rural areas
like Clare often played by women. Even the sets gradually fell out
of popularity in many areas until a new revival in the 1980s which
had a major community impact.  By the 1950s the concertina was
quite rarely seen and older players like Chris Droney can remember
when it was uncommon. Paddy Murphy was in the 'Miscellaneous'
contest at Cavan in 1954 when he became the first concertina
player to win an All-Ireland title at the Fleadh Cheoil.  The revival of
the 1970s has led us to the more recent explosion in popularity of
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traditional music for listening as much as for dancing and the
further development of complex playing styles.  At the moment
there is great demand for quality instruments and competitions
mean that teachers are in demand and there is a very healthy
scene although Dan felt that the link with dance should be stressed.
After a question and answer session Dan was warmly thanked and
people kept drawing on his presentation throughout the weekend to
put their work in context. Martin O'Malley's Malbay studios were
recording the talk and Donal de Barra from OaC was filming it for
the archives.

Concertina Trail

Throughout the weekend in various pubs, musicians and friends
and family led sessions and into which visitors were welcomed.
These were continued through Saturday and Sunday nights.  I got
jammed into Friel's (Lynch's) back room by the fire after Edel Fox's
mother Marie said I'd be welcome. Edel, Jackie Daly (box) and
Henry Benagh (fiddle) led the session which was very friendly and
made hilarious by Jackie's crazy tales (he should write a book). I
was impressed by the way that young players were welcomed in
and given the nod if they wanted to lead a set of tunes. I noticed
Peter Laban playing whistle and he has kindly provided some of his
lovely photos. The audience and the musicians were on familiar
terms and spontaneous singing and a few half sets started up,
space allowing. To show the breadth of talent in town sessions took
place in Cogan's, Central, Clancy's, Cleary's, Friel's ,Hillery's, The
Markethouse, O'Loughlin's, Players, The Westbridge, and the
following musicians led their sessions (in order as given in the
programme) Mary MacNamara, Brid O'Donohue, Caoilfhionn Ni
Fhrighil, Anne-Marie Rynne, Liam O'Brien and friends, Cian Talty,
Fiachra Mulligan, Aoibheann Queally, Aisling Lyons, Jack Talty, Áine
Bird, Patsy Lewis and Paula O'Regan, Niall Byrne, Dympna
O'Sullivan and Brid O'Gorman, Jacqueline McCarthy and family,
Dave Sanders and Feilim Collins, Sorcah Curtin, Murt Collins,
Francis Cunningham, Caroline Tubridy, Tim Collins, Eamonn and
Geraldine Cotter, Seán Óg and lots more local players (apologies if
I missed any out there was so much going on!).

At 3 am I let myself into the B&B and got a few hours sleep to be
up for the full Irish and registration at St Joseph's National School
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on the Mullagh Road.

Saturday

Classes

Participants of all ages joined up for the first of the two days of
classes. The tutors included Mary MacNamara, Jacqueline McCarthy,
Hugh Healy, Edel Fox, Dympna O'Sullivan and Jack Talty. I went in
with Mary MacNamara's advanced class and it was salutary to meet
girls as young as 8 as well as fellow c.netters Larre Reeves, from
Miami and David Levine from New York, now resident in Clare.
Mary hails from Tulla, east Clare and grew up listening to and
playing with older players like Mikey Donoghue, Joe Bane, John
Naughton etc. She has a lovely laid back style ('I don't do complex
I'm sparse') and often played along the rows on the C/G in D minor
or C as well as in F, Bb and G minor. Her approach was to play and
for us to pick it up by ear and play along slowly at first till we got
the tunes enough to move on.  Then she used charts with the notes
in ABC lettering bar by bar. Mary is very calm and encouraging,
giving support and gentle guidance. There was lots of time to chat
about the social side of her learning and background on the old
boys and girls she learned from and how her father drove them
round in the van to sessions in the local area. You got a good grasp
of the 'ecology' of the music and its place in the community and the
role of the musicians.  Deirdre Vaughan Comber, a local dancer
came in and showed us the difference between west Clare steps
and the more relaxed east Clare style while Mary played the same
tune in conjunction for the two styles, subtly different.  We came
out 'east Clared' and relaxed which was nice.  Jürgen Suttner the
well known maker came in and I took his picture with a great
young player, Amy and her grandad from near Galway.  She had a
Suttner Anglo and was thrilled to meet Jürgen whose concertinas
are in great demand in Ireland.

Instrument maintenance workshops

After a quick coffee it was off to Áras OaC where Stephen
Chambers, who owns McNeill's music shop in Miltown Malbay, gave
the first of two 'surgeries' in the upstairs room which was packed
by young and older players who were keen to bring their
instruments for a trouble shooting session. Stephen is a skilled
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repairer as well as a very knowledgeable historian of the concertina
and collector (his exhibition downstairs of old instruments was
fascinating). Problems ranged from stuck reeds and valves to
jammed buttons and lack of air.  With each instrument Stephen
opened it up and explained the problem as he solved it.  Tips 'no
skimping on screwdrivers, no superglue, no lubricants, keep your
end bolts in the right order' etc, it was 'like a cross between
Antiques Roadshow and ER', as Áine said and the audience were
avid to get up close and look into the innards particularly the
youngsters who don't often get to look inside their precious little
boxes.

An afternoon with Noel Hill

At 3pm it was back to The Markethouse for stories and tunes with
Clare's master concertina player and winner of the 2011 TG4
Gradam Ceoil award. Noel was very entertaining and answered
questions and introduced tunes as he went along and explained
that he started listening at the family home at Caherea 8 miles
from Ennis where he was born in 1958.  His home was one of the
last of the house dance locations at the time and musicians were
always welcome. He was one of a large family he played mouth
organ and tin whistle and sneaked a few tunes on a brother's
concertina till he showed the family he could play a hornpipe.  His
mother still plays at 97 years of age! He met great players and his
uncle Paddy drove them to east Clare and holidays in Connemara.
He joined the school ceili band and played in sessions and, at Frank
Custy's music classes, met Tony Linnane the fiddler from Corofin
with whom he made his first groundbreaking record for the Tara
label in 1978.  As Ireland's first modern professional concertina
player he moved to Dublin where he met Seamius Ennis and
emulates the piping style. He was also influenced by Tommy
Peoples, Matt Molloy, John Kelly et al. He also lived in New York and
travelled widely in America where he still does a lot of work.

Asked about his concertinas he said he now preferred a 30 button
instrument but had played 46 and 39 buttons when he needed for
other keys and chords with other musicians. 30 years ago he could
pick up a Jeffries or Wheatstone Anglo for £25 in London!  After his
first record John Kelly told him 'you've made the concertina too
bloody expensive!' He said the 30 button was more 'agile' and you
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need to compromise in playing some tunes. Interspersed with the
talk were tunes requested or suggested by a line of discussion.  He
played Banish Misfortune his uncle's favourite and the Frost is All
Over. As a request we had Pigeon on the Gate, O'Rahillys Grave,
the lovely air The Green Linnet, Bucks of Oranmore and a polka set
from his youth. He said that in 1978 the concertina class at Willie
Clancy school had 4 in the small class, now it was 18 classes with
about 12 per class. He felt the button accordion had swung against
the concertina but now the pendulum was swinging the other way
again. Noel advocated learning to play airs as you can then make a
good job of reels but not always vice versa. He lives in Connemara
and listens to the words of songs in Irish which is very important.
His other advice was to talk and listen to older players to gain
deeper understanding and to listen to players of other instruments.

Noel also mentioned a black and white video on Youtube from 1971
of him as a young player which would show how he has evolved
musically. When asked about his recordings he said he didn't like
being in the studio and it took a long time before he put out a CD.
In the past the cost was prohibitive and nowadays he felt people
released CDs too easily and readily.

Na Dėagóiri

After Noel's session we were off to the big dance room behind
Bridget's pub The Westbridge at 4.30pm for a showcase concert
with six of Clare's finest young teenage concertina players.  Aoife
Corbett, Francis Cunningham, Eimear Donnnellan, Sinéad
Mulqueen, Conor O'Loughlin and Aoibheann Queally, all from
Co.Clare. The standard was excellent and they were much
appreciated by families, local folk and visitors.  One young lad from
the audience jumped up at the end as they played a joint finale of
reels and gave a spontaneous display of sean nós step dancing full
of joie de vivre to the delight of the kids who were there. I am sure
their names will be more widely known as time goes on.

The Cruinniú Concert

The high spot for many was the evening concert in the imposing St
Joseph's Parish Church at the top of town. The musicians sat in
front of the Altar and Mick Kinsella quipped 'If the water turns to
wine it's a good gig!'. Mick and his musical partner Rick Epping
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from the States opened the concert. They play on English
concertinas as well as with mouth organs (harmonicas) of different
sorts - often simultaneously using racks to hold the mouth organs
('The Hannibal Lecter gear!').  They performed a stirring set of
duets and solo pieces ranging from marches polkas and jigs and
reels to old timey banjo music! They mentioned that the Willie
Clancy school had done much to promote the mouth organ again
after the louder melodeon or button accordion had led to its
decline.

After their well received set the high spot was the reconvened trio
of Noel Hill (concertina) Tony Linnae (fiddle) and Alec Finn (Greek
three stringed Bouzouki). They played mostly the tunes from the
original great TARA LP (reissued on CD) from October 1978.  Noel
plays with a lot of controlled intense energy, using shakes, chords,
and lifting the bellows. A very appreciative audience was kept
rivetted and the set ended with The Holly Bush, Ivy Leaf, Molly
Bawn, and The Bucks at the end as an encore. After more calls the
reels Farrell O'Gara and Crooked Road played us out.  The playing
and interaction between the musicians made you realise why the
original LP was and still is hailed as a classic and has stood the test
of time despite all the changes and fashions in Irish music over the
last 35 years, half a lifetime!

After the concert it was a pleasure to chat with Tony and Alec in
Friel's where Tim Collins and friends were playing with Eamonn
Cotter on flute and Geraldine Cotter on keyboard.  I was glad Alec
remembered going to the same folk club in Rotherham, where he
then lived as a youngster, in the early 1960s before returning to
Ireland. Equally pleasant was a chance to meet Noel in Hillary's pub
and join another late session to about 3am with Jack Talty, Áine
Bird and friends and a longer chat with Stephen Chambers.  It was
the informal nature of mixing with great players of all ages and
enthusiastic music lovers in the local community that made the
Cruinniú such a friendly and welcoming gathering in the true sense.
Like the seaweed we'd all washed up on the same coast at a point
in time.

Sunday,
This was another busy day with further classes at the National
School followed by a real treat,
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 Meet the Musicians at 3pm in The Westbridge.  Tim Collins was
the facilitator and we were in the company of two of Clare's
legendary masters of the concertina. Chris Droney from Bell
Harbour and Gerald Haugh from Lissycasey. Tommy McMahon from
Cree-Cooraclare was sadly unable to come as he was recovering
from flu. I had first heard these great players and many others on
the legendary Free Reed label recordings from 1974 by the English
collectors Neil Wayne and John Tams (now on CD as The Clare
Set).

Tim introduced Chris Droney from north Clare, Eigse and many
time Senior All-Ireland champion Chris has been playing since he
was 8 so that's about 80 years and he is still going strong! He was
born and still lives at Bell Harbour House which was a gathering
place for musicians.  Chris told us that his grandfather Michael,
born 1829 and a first generation player, played waltzes and other
tunes for weddings and dances using octave style ('double handed')
and he played a selection for us.  His music was interspersed with
stories such as the time his father sold a bullock at Kilfenora for
about £3 and bought a 5 shilling Lachenal. When Chris recorded
The Flowing Tide in 1962 in Boston it took barely an hour, he had
to rush to catch the plane home. Chris has a lot of lift in his style
without too much ornamentation and shows how much he has
played for dancers. Gerald Haugh comes from Lissycasey near
Ennis and was greatly influenced by the legendary Paddy Murphy.
Dympna O'Sullivan was born near there in Frure, she said how
much Gerald had encouraged her and passed on tunes and style. In
1979 Gerald won the All-Ireland. He and Dympna played the fine
jigs Rose in the Heather and Carraroe House.

Introducing Mary MacNamara Tim said 'I can hear the past in your
music'  and she explained that few youngsters played concertina
when she was young and how her father had brought the children
to sessions week after week and she had been led into the music by
Joe Bane, John Naughton, Mikey Donoghue and others. She played
a duet with her daughter, Sorcha (fiddle) including a reel for her
relatives the MacMahon family of Miltown Malbay.

In introducing Jacqueline McCarthy, Tim said he had been inspired
to record with piper Brian McNamara by listening to The Wind in the
Reeds by her and husband Tommy Keane. Jacqueline told how she
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learned from her father Tommy who came from Shyan near Kilmihil
and how he had heard the Wren Boys aged 9 and learned from
Stack Ryan and played whistle and later concertina and pipes.  He
later worked in London where the family grew up and she met
many visiting and resident Irish musicians in the 70s and 80s. She
said how welcoming the older musicians in Clare were when the
family came back for holidays.  She now lives in Ireland. She and
sister Marion (whistle) played a nice selection of tunes and finally
all the musicians joined together to play The Boys of Ballisodare
and Music in the Glen and local dancers Deidre Vaughan Comber,
Aidan Vaughan, Tony Browne and Carmel Greene got up and gave
us a half set to great applause.

After the concert final thankyous to all who had made the weekend
such a success were made by Festival director Áine Hensy who also
said that there were plans to make the Cruinniú an annual event
and that a skeleton programme for 2014 would be ready by this
Summer.  It's already in my diary!

Sessions
All was still not over however and from 5pm there were further
sessions in pubs and I was in Cogan's where Jacqueline McCarthy
and Tommy Keane on pipes were playing with other members of
their family. I met up at the bar with Jim Carroll and Pat Mackenzie
who now live on the Mullagh Road and caught up with tales of both
old friends and the old singers who they have recorded over the
years. They told me that instrument players are now to the fore but
that Miltown Malbay was once noted for its traditional singers in
both Irish and English. I got a great CD off them Around the Hills of
Clare and a book of essays in honour of Tom Munnelly the great
song and music collector (2007).  I took one last walk round town
and  popped into several pubs where music was still going on to
say my goodbyes and thanks before getting a comparatively early
night at midnight.

Farewell to Miltown Malbay

It was up early in the cold wind and driving rain on Monday
morning for a quick roll and coffee in the excellent bakery on Main
Street and then the 8.30am - once a day - bus to Ennis, stocking
up with the latest CDs at Custy's and then the flight from Shannon
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to Manchester and the train to Sheffield, arriving back to deep snow
and a trudge up the steep hill from the station and bed at 11pm
with tunes and images of a great weekend and new friends still
whirling round in my head. Roll on next year!

OaC website http://oac.ie.

The ICA website has a good article (2009) on concertina music in
Clare by Gearóid Ó hallmhuráin http://concertina.org.  <>

Links to tunebooks on the internet
by David Palmer. Many thanks for this:

http://accordeonaire.blogspot.hk/2012/07/la-chavannee-
tunebook.html    is large and takes a long time to download.

http://www.cartron.org/musique/Recueil2.pdf

http://www.travak.nl/Travak/Nederlands/index.htm
http://www.rowlhouse.co.uk/concertina/music/

http://www.pghardy.net/concertina/tunebooks/

The King Street Sessions Tunebook:

http://pacholo.com/mike/     <>
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CONCERTINA ERGONOMICS 13.  Neckstrap reforming
Göran Rahm

13.1 Introduction
Ever since the introduction of the concertinas two major objects
have caused discussions regarding preferable methods to get musi-
cal control of the instrument – how to hold it, and how to support
it. Previous articles 10-12 have shown modifications of the handles
intending to deal with the inborn conflict between need for stability,
for tonal control - and flexibility, for control of the keyboard. In Part
5 #442 the supporting issue in general was discussed, including
how to manage while playing seated, which most players still do
despite concertinas being handy for playing standing. I have got
the impression that the interest in playing standing has increased in
recent years and a few new aspects have come up since Part 5 was
written in 2008.

13.2 Historical background
A neckstrap was suggested in early years (or “a fine cord of some
strong and dark material” as Warren said) to support the instru-
ment while standing (fig.115). The popularity has seemingly been
lacking. Understandably, since it is not very comfortable. Neck-
straps were obviously used for large instruments with the marching
bands but otherwise just by a few. In later decades a handful of
players started using the Victorian type of neckstrap, some also
when playing seated (fig.116). In my view this has much been part
of a general historic music image since from a modern ergonomic
outlook the supporting advantage is poor or even negligible.

13.3 Disadvantages with the Victorian neckstrap
The discomfort from the “fine cord” of Joseph Warren may be much
reduced by using a wide (50-80mm) strap of guitar type. An elastic
strap may be even more comfortable since jerks from bellows
movements are reduced and the position may be varied. As I have
said before the most important issue however is that hanging any-
thing around the neck is inadvisable since the neck region is the
most vulnerable of all body parts when speaking of muscular strain
and health problems.

It is sometimes claimed that a neckstrap may increase stability
when using the “four-finger-method”. A misunderstanding. Stability
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can only be improved by a more stable handle.
Mechanically a neckstrap used with a concertina while holding the
instrument with forearms horizontal – which sometimes is wrongly
recommended – will have the paradoxical result that the total mus-
cular load is greater than the concertina weight! (1,4p according to
fig. 117). Recall a demonstration in classical school physics (fig.
118). If a neckstrap is used the instrument should hang vertically
near the body, and low.

13.4 A single shoulder strap
The conclusion from the above is that if a single strap is used it had
better be a broad shoulder strap and with a low position of the in-
strument (fig. 119). This causes some asymmetry but most concer-
tina players do not play with complete symmetry anyway. The
looser strap end is preferably for the hand doing the greater part of
bellows work.

13.5 Double shoulder straps, pair of braces
An arrangement which may offer optimal comfort (fig.120). The
front ends of broad elastic braces for trousers are loosened and
attached to the instrument. The instrument hangs passively on the
shoulders and the arm position can be freely varied while
preserving relief by the straps. The elasticity has to be tried out.

13.6 Harness methods
The awareness of health problems and ergonomic issues has in-
creased in recent decades among professionals of all kinds who by
tradition carry bags, tools and instruments on the neck. Photogra-
phers, conductors, guitarists and others nowadays do use shoulder
straps and various harnesses instead. Some are shown here, for
saxophone or bassoon (fig.121) and for tuba (fig. 122). By attach-
ing the back ends also to the instrument my “bracing-concept” pro-
vides a steady harness (fig.123). A Morris enthusiast, “tallship” on
c.net, has demonstrated his own harness (fig. 124) similar to the
ones in fig. 120 and 122. The harness methods without question
offer the best stability. The music performance sometimes demands
more flexibility and dynamics which requires free arm movements.
Some individual experimentation is always necessary whatever
method is used.

13.7 Attachment of straps
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The Victorian type of neckstraps were usually attached to some
leather straps with metal loops fixed to the thumbstrap screws. A
similar arrangement with a metal holder is shown (fig.125). The
thumbstrap screw however is attached to the instrument by a tiny
wood screw only and this arrangement is not suitable for carrying
the weight of the instrument. I have seen damage to the frames
and veneer caused by this unfortunate construction. Replacing the
wood screw by a machine screw with a nut inside the frame pre-
vents this. A combined strap arrangement may be used sometimes
which is a bit safer (fig. 126).

For bigger band instruments metal holders were built into the
frames and endplates. These constructions have the drawback that
the instrument balances in one position only. The optimal balancing
point varies however depending on both the height of the arms and
the instrument position vis-à-vis the player’s body. Consequently
some way of adjusting the balancing point of the attachment be-
tween strap and instrument ideally has to be arranged. A sliding
bar between a pair of endbolts might be one elaborate way. I use a
simple solution which offers a safe and stable connection between
instrument and strap (fig.127). An intermediate strap is attached
between two pairs of endbolts each side. The shoulder straps (or
braces) are attached to the intermediate strap by clips and thus the
balancing point may be easily adjusted. This triangular strap sys-
tem increases stability as well since rotation by the instrument is
counteracted.

13.8 Summing up
Using suitable support, consisting of one or two shoulder straps or
a steady harness, is something all concertina players ought to try at
least occasionally. Even though many concertinas really are small
and light instruments traditional handles generally are severely
dysfunctional and all means which facilitate holding and carrying
the instrument are favourable for the performance. A combination
between improved handles and efficient support of course is the
ideal strategy. It cannot be repeated too often however - neck-
straps are generally not to be recommended, even if they occasion-
ally and individually seem to work, since there are great risks of
acquiring health problems which are hard to cure.

A demonstration of various straps is presented at Youtube here:
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http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=kSsBwO2PTVE&feature=plcp
or search Gran 43

Contact:  g.r@live.se     guran1943@hotmail.com
www.concertinaspot.com
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English Concertina Tuition Holding the Concertina   PS

http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=RevjQRnRQeg&list=UU9n-
Ea7yyUrMuLHpvctWrJQ&index=14

On Youtube you can find how I (PS) use the neckstrap to play the English
Concertina. I decided to give you this information after some emailing
with Göran.

I explain there how this has to be done and what the effect is in my view.
You can compare this with the description Göran gives in his article in this
Concertina World.  Done in the right way it will not cause any problems,
rather it will prevent problems and will make playing the concertina
easier.
You will have to watch the whole video through which is almost 11
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Playing by ear and learning to read/sing music.
Pauline de Snoo

I promised this “lesson” in last Concertina World because of the
interview with Brian Peters. I am repeating here some of what
already appeared a few years ago. So this will be a full but limited
course which you can actually copy and keep separately as
something to study from. The more extensive version will be
pubished in volume two of my tutor, on which I am working at this
moment. Do remember that you cannot practice this within a week
but you will need to go slow and take it step by step. Mastering the
first and then go on to the next.
Find your own (children's) tunes to practice on after having done
the examples given with this text. Play and sing the notes. Then try
to sing without using the instrument except for the first note to
start with.

Preparatory step:
Practice the scales given and sing them giving them the note
names in Doh, ray me and also the names as in “C, D, E etc.

First step:
Find the notes of “Star light, Star bright” on your instrument, only
two at the time and sing “Soh me”. Next step; press any button
and
call that “Soh” then find “me” using your ears only.
It takes a bit of patience to do this exercise but it will help you
a lot. Just do this very slowly and once you found a soh-me
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combination repeat that a few times and then just listen very
well to your instrument and vary with the dynamics (loudness).
Do this by beginning from any button on your instrument.

It is like doing “Zen” or meditating. But it will open your ears
Second step:

 La, Soh me  in Bye Baby Bunting 
Now we are going to expand with one note.
These are the steps to take:
- Find the notes and sing them as you play them. Go very
slow and repeat a few times. Listen carefully to your voice and
to the instrument’s sound.
- Vary with the dynamics, louder and softer and all in between.
Realize what you are doing to produce these dynamics.
- Press any button on your instrument and call that tone “Soh”,
then try to find the “la” and “me” to go with it. Repeat the found
notes a few times before continuing to play other buttons.
When you can do this you can proceed to the third step. With
patience you will reach wonderful results much faster than in haste.

Third step:

I hope you have discovered that you can now use all the buttons on
your concertina. Also those on the outside rows which are the flat
and sharp keys and which you may have found difficult to use when
reading music.
Having used the syllables “soh, me”, and “soh, la, me” you can re-
peat this exercise and while doing so give them the names of the
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notes as you need them for reading the dots in order to find the
correct button on the concertina.
In fact using those syllables is your help to realize that the sound of
the intervals (distance between the notes)  is the same no matter
which scale you are playing (from which button your start). Wheth-
er it is in the scale of C with no sharps or flats or in the key of B
major with 5 sharps and so on.
But it is of course also very useful to know which notes they actual-
ly are. From that point you can also begin to recognize the intervals
when reading music.

We can now move on another step.
We are going to play Soh, me and doh and Soh, me, ray doh.

As before:
First play the tunes: “Come and join a march with me” and Mary
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had a little lamb” , then sing them and repeat this, starting any-
where with any button.
Practice in the same ways as given before. Of course do these two
tunes one by one.

Fourth step:

Now I have added the “fa” in “Fiddle-de-de”.

The procedure is as always:
Play the notes as written, sing along with “doh, ray, me”  and when
you have learned this tune start on any other button and play the
same tune over and over again in different places which mean that
you practise to play in different keys.

Next you can write down the notes you found and learn to recog-
nise them from paper. This will improve your reading skills. You can
then add also the names of the notes as generally used for the re-
spective keys (a, b, c and so on).

Fifth step:

The procedure is as before but now we come to the full scale and I
have added the “ti” in an “English Round”.
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You now know the whole scale from doh to doh.

Of course some notes will be outside the octave. This means that
when you sing or play the la under the doh this will be indicated by
a small sign next to it as follows; l, .
When it is the la above the doh it will be: l' .
So the little slash low or high will indicate whether it is under or
above the octave you are working in.
There will be no slash when you are inside the range of the octave.

This is limited but if you manage to go through it slowly and thor-
oughly and then apply it to other tunes, your progress will become
very different from what you are used to. It does require patience
though. Especially in the beginning.
Enjoy.
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Concertinas at Witney 2013 saw some changes.
Roger Gawley

It was different before the event began. Instead of the printed
booklet with dots for all the tunes that has been sent out in
previous years, we were sent a password onto a special section of
Hands On Music website with pdf files for all that was to be played.

The bonus to this scheme of things was that most had sound files
as well. This was great for those who do not read music but also
welcome to those of us who read but gain a lot from hearing a tune
first.

Then on Friday night, we gathered in the Henry Box School to meet
old friends and new, perform our party pieces, and play a few tunes
together. Many of these were taken from the purple book, volume 3
of The Village Band Book, compiled & arranged by Dave Townsend.

There are some good tunes in the book with three and four part
arrangements. Many of us bought copies. Three of the tunes are
reproduced in Concertina World 453.

The gathering adjourned at a reasonable hour to nearby hostelries.

Instead of spending the whole of Saturday with one tutor, the day
was divided into two sessions so we could either stay with one tutor
for the day or mix and match.

One unchanged item was the Saturday evening concert featuring
the tutors. It is worth coming to Witney just for this.

Sunday was back to the previous pattern of working with one tutor
all day with a sharing concert to finish. The bigger pieces were
those worked on Sunday but most groups contributed something
from their efforts on Saturday.

How did it all work out? I was a bit doubtful in advance about
splitting the sessions on Saturday but it did work well in practice
and provided the chance to work with three different tutors over
the weekend if you wanted to. Regular participants would have felt
comfortable. Anyone who had found it all a bit much in previous
years might want to give the new-look format another go. We will
be back next year. <>
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About the author of “Love amidst global warming”, written by the
author in his email . PS

By way of introduction, I’m an ICA member who, after retiring from the
practice of law, took up the concertina and fiction writing (a novel and short
stories).

For quite a while I have wanted to somehow use in a story the special joy I’ve
experienced in first encounters with   lovely (and easy-to-play)   music in the
Concertina World’s Music Supplement and also in books CW has recommended,
like Margaret Watchorn’s collection Sweet and Salt Water.   I was finally able
to do this, in a small way, in the attached story, which I offer for your
entertainment.

Before you read the story, which is a bit unusual,   I’d like to explain a couple
of things about it.

While browsing in Barnes & Noble one day I bought an issue of a beautifully
produced new age magazine called “Sacred Fire.” I noticed it didn’t contain any
fiction even though its home page on the web invited submissions of fictional
stories. I decided to try to write something for them realizing it would be a
challenge. Not only would the story have to be potentially entertaining, it
would also have to support Sacred Fire’s mission which was:   “to honor and
sustain Indigenous spiritual approaches, traditional knowledge, and the
ancestral ways that foster global balance and sustainability.”(There also
seemed to be a slightly creepy obsession with the sun.) Not surprisingly it took
me over a year to think up and write the story, and, by the time I did, the
magazine was no longer asking for fiction. My guess is they gave up because
they weren’t getting fiction submissions due to the difficulty in writing it for
them.

The good news is that I was ultimately able to sell the story to Shelter of
Daylight, a fantasy/sci-fi magazine (don’t ask about the price they paid me).
The bad news is they failed to use the final version of the manuscript that I
sent them to correct some mistakes involving a character’s name. Since their
editor didn’t catch the mistakes I’m hoping they aren’t a big distraction for
readers.

So, in sum, what I’m sending you is an oddball story that wasn’t edited
properly. I hope, against all odds,  you enjoy it.

Best Regards,

Bill (William F) Finnegan
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Concertina for sale
Anne Hayto

Type:   English treble
Make:  Probably Crabb
Date:   late 1800s early 1900s
Pitch:  modern concert

Description:  This is a hexagonal concertina with four bellows,
fretworked rosewood ends and 48 metal buttons.  It  has recently
been refurbished by Dave Elliot of Sheffield, England and is in top
condition.  It plays well and has a sweet tone.   It comes with an
original Wheatstone box and it was sold to me 30 years ago as a
Wheatstone, but Dave Elliot tells me it is more likely to be a Crabb
(still a high quality instrument though).  I am looking for about
£1200 for this instrument.  See photo.

email me annehayto@talktalk.net or
phone 0116 2832978  <>

Email request for a tutor Hayden/Wiki system.
PS (As teacher I received this request. Can anyone help? Mail the
editor and I will pass on the information.)

Hello,

I saw a bit of one of your videos on Youtube for the English
concertina where you demonstrate using a neck strap.   (Brilliant,
by the way.)

Have you concidered doing a tutor for the Hayden/Wiki system
concertina?   If not, do you know of anyone who plays a
Hadyen/Wiki concertina?

Thank you for your time,

Grant Levy
Costa Mesa, California, U.S.A..






